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Introduction 
!
Blogging is great, but once you start, what can you actually do with the 
blog entries?!
!
In OOMPHcast Episode #17, guest Melissa Richey with The 
Children’s Center Rehabilitation Hospital talked about their online 
marketing strategy, and focused in part on their blogging strategy.!
!
We’ve put this ebook together so that you can have a few things you 
can do with those blogs once you’ve written them.!
!
Thanks as always to our resource sponsor, T&S Online Marketing, 
who made this ebook possible.!
!
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Share on Social Media 
!
Either manually or automatically, 
post links to your blog entries on 
your social media websites. That 
should include sites like Facebook, 
Twitter, LinkedIn, and Google Plus.!
!
And don’t just limit yourself to your 
latest blogs. Go back through your 
archives, find some of the more timeless articles, and share them 
again.!
!
Sharing old blogs will breath new life into them, and people who 
missed them the first time around will see them.!
!
Want to do some of that automatically? To post new blog articles as 
they come up, you can use free services like twitterfeed.com or dlvr.it. 
You give up a little fine-tune control, but you don’t have to remember 
to post it.!
!
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Send an Email 
!
Use your blogs as material for your 
email newsletter. You can sign up 
for a free account with MailChimp, 
and set up your mailing list there if 
you haven’t already.!
!
Many of our clients are able to stay 
with the free MailChimp option for a 
long time, so their only investment 
in their newsletter is their time.!
!
Once you’ve got that ready and are good to go, you can set up an 
individual email newsletter as a campaign. Be sure to include the 
following:!
!

• Your extremely compelling blog article title as the newsletter 
subject.!

• The very beginning of your article in the newsletter, cut off at an 
enticing spot with a “Read More” link.!

• A relevant, interesting illustration that’s in both the newsletter and 
the article, so people will be compelled to click, and reassured 
they’re in the right place when they get there.!

!
If a typical transaction of yours is in the hundreds or thousands of 
dollars, just one sale off your newsletter every few months makes it 
well worth it.  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Share on Social Bookmarking Sites 
!
A social bookmarking site is one 
that lets users submit the 
addresses of web pages, therefore 
sharing with others. Many of the 
sites let people vote and comment 
on the links.!
!
Here is a list of just a few social 
bookmarking sites. Beware: Since the sites allow anyone to submit, 
there are often adult-themed links present.!
!

• Reddit!
• StumbleUpon!
• Scoop.it!
• Delicious!

!
Of course, you don’t just want traffic for traffic’s sake. Share your blog 
entry on a site where the audience is likely to match your target 
market.!
!
And you may not want to share every single blog article, either. On 
certain sites, articles that are timeless (never out-of-date) do well. On 
others, articles that tie into current events do even better.!
!
!
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Write Specifically 
!
If you write in one of a few different 
very specific ways, it opens up your 
blog to being used in specific ways 
as well.!
!
Write For Specific Prospects and 
Customers!
!
Your blog articles can be used as sales tools. Write articles with 
specific prospects or clientsin mind, then send them a link to the 
article.!
!
Write For Specific Products & Services!
!
If you’re looking to promote specific products and services you 
provide, write an article about them. Make sure you stick to issues 
they solve rather than a list of features and benefits.!
!
Write For Search Engines!
!
Finally, it’s perfectly acceptable to blog for search engines, as long as 
you remember that people will read the article as well. Wish you 
ranked better for some phrase? Write a blog series on the topic, then 
use some of the other techniques we’ve shared to get the link out 
there, making search engines more likely to pick it up and rank it well.!
!
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Summary 
So what are you waiting for? Get started blogging, or hire 
professionals experience in online marketing to blog on your behalf.!
!
Want more expert online marketing advice?!
!
Listen to our online marketing podcast and connect with us online for 
more expert online marketing advice.!
!
• Our website!
• Facebook!
• Twitter!
• LinkedIn!
• Google+!
!
Thanks for reading, and keep on marketing, Oklahoma!
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